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Uses for a Male Plant 

First, if possible, I would allow the male to just start spreading pollen & collect some in a baggie. I’ve 
kept males around my females (probably a little too close) to harvest. This should happen well enough 
ahead of the time needed for the females to become seeded, probably could just snip a few pollen 
sacks in a baggie & pull to be safe. 

You can absolutely use that beautiful male root to tip! 

Fan Leaves 

First, keep the plant hydrated in a bit of water immediately after you pull it. Once you have 
your juicer together & are ready to go; have 2 buckets- one lemon juice & baking soda & 1 
water, flush in lemon juice/baking soda then rinse (may need to replace water until it runs 
clear).  

Strip the leaves off the branches & place into a large bowl to put into juicer. Hold the stems 
aside. 

Get mini ice cube trays. Fill with juice & freeze. Blend 1 square in a smoothie, try for a week 
straight & journal how you feel! 

-as mulch- 

Spread the fan leaves out so They’re can dry out. May want to dry in your garage with 
the door closed so wind doesn’t blow everything away. 

Once the leaves are dry, place around your females to provide nutrients. Perhaps split 
the pile so you can feed again closer to harvest for nutrients as those buds develop! 

Stems 

Rinse in lemon juice/baking soda-water solution then cut into 1/4-1/2” long pieces with garden 
sheers. Set on a drying rack in sun to dry for medicated tea stems. 

Rinse in lemon juice/baking soda-water solution then cut into 1/2-1” long pieces and use to 
medicate an oil or make stem-FECO (fully extracted cannabis oil). 

Use to form while wet to create incredibly strong art, even furniture projects! 

Roots 

Rinse well with a hose then cut outer pieces of rood that aren’t filthy off & set in lemon juice/baking 
soda-water solution. I let my roots rinse an entire day & it rinses off really nicely. Use to make tinctures, 
salves, tinctures to medicate salves. Loads of possibilities. 

Use to medicate oils or FECO. TONS of uses. You can just boil the roots even, if you follow traditional 
practices. 

https://www.royalqueenseeds.com/blog-the-medical-potential-and-history-of-cannabis-roots-n565
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